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For many readers, Malcolm Bowie’s title seems to say it all: Mallarmé and the Art of Being Difficult.​[1]​ As he points out, there have been difficult poems before Mallarmé’s and they have been seen as enjoyable. In Mallarmé, as in so many other modern poets, however, difficulty is no longer a tease, a come-on, behind  which the essential meaning of the poem hides decorously. Rather, it is now the essence:
For Mallarmé the best thought is that which most scrupulously acknowledges its own frailty; and the more scrupulous the thought becomes the thinner the partition which separates it from total vacuity.​[2]​
This is bleak and troubling. Yet Bowie, as he elsewhere makes clear, is concentrating on  a particular type of poem, especially ‘Prose pour des Esseintes’ and ‘Un coup de dés’. Here, difficulty is  a virtue. It is a refusal to maintain ‘a pleasant continuity of discourse’.​[3]​ He is challenging the reader, causing him or her to feel ‘upset and indignant at these studiously disjointed texts’.​[4]​ This is the other aspect of ‘being difficult’. Bowie’s title has a suitable ambiguity in that ‘the art of being difficult’ can apply to the poem or to the poet. In the latter case it becomes a personality trait. It indicates some-one who will not blithely follow conventions, who will not hesitate to rock the boat. 
Such people are often of high integrity and Bowie’s reference to scrupulousness places Mallarmé in that category. But they can also be anti-social and unlikeable. If anything, they may seek to be unpleasant and may be brutal in their honesty. Bowie remarks that: ‘Mallarmé has the power to hurt’.​[5]​ What he is rightly stressing is the intensity of Mallarmé’s poetry. He is anxious that it not be tamed:

Something is going wrong when criticism conscientiously refuses to take heed of the singular disruptive energies which works of art possess, and quite as badly wrong when those energies are normalised by being made into a test of political acceptability. I am not suggesting that Mallarmé is an artist in terror, a manipulator of our fears, but that his poems do at moments make rapid thrusts against the reader’s sense of his own coherence, and that in Mallarmé’s account the negative in human experience can be complete and irremoveable.​[6]​

Bowie concludes by claiming that there is also an ‘inveterately human power which seeks to check or replace [the classic human answers to death] – the power which enables Mallarmé in the face of terror, as in the face of joy, to pronounce his slender, strong “but yet”’.​[7]​ These concluding words in Bowie’s argument – but not in the book which continues with an appendix and other critical paraphernalia – invite the reader to his (or her) own ‘but yet’. 
As this study will show, there is another side to Mallarmé, one which allows us to see him as anything but a difficult person, even though he does not flinch from writing difficult poetry. Mallarmé, as will be seen, is a delightful poet – one who delights in and celebrates the real. After all, thought must have an object. Whereas Baudelaire deals with imagined cityscapes – his  poems almost inevitably begin with a leap towards the hypothetical – Mallarmé, on the other hand, seems to celebrate the concrete in many of his poems: a fan, a candelabra, a billowing curtain. Or else it is a specific situation – the toast. There is an engagement with the real. However, as Marchal points out, this is not the same as realism. What Mallarmé gives the reader is an interpretation – the world made sense:
Pour autant, Mallarmé ne saurait ignorer qu’il y une antériorité des choses par rapport au langage, et que celui-ci n’a pas pour fonction d’avérer la réalité mais de lui donner un sens.​[8]​
Language cannot prove reality but it can make sense of it. Thus, there is more to the concrete than simple depiction. There is indeed a complexity of thought – Bowie’s ‘best thought’ – but that complexity, far from always being upsetting, can flatter and engage the attention of the reader in a way that establishes a social bond. It is a sharing.
	How this might work can be seen in a little poem like:

Comme un délicieux effet
Ou, je dirai plus, en échange
Du soleil que votre cœur fait
Considérez la fauve orange.​[9]​

This is one of the vers de circonstance that Mallarmé composed to accompany gifts – in this case, candied fruit offered for New Year’s Day 1896. There is a whole section in the Œuvres Complètes from pages 117 to 130 entitled ‘Dons de fruits glacés au nouvel an’. This poem, like its companions, may not be classified with the major poems but it is entirely in keeping with Mallarmé’s poetic practice, with its twisted syntax and bending of sentence structure as well as an acute sensitivity to the weight of individual words. Yet such a poem would hardly count as ‘being difficult’. There is no doubt as to its referent. However, the most interesting thing about the poem is perhaps the way in which it is read – and was read. Although it is now published as part of Mallarmé’s complete works, originally it would have been accompanied by the candied fruit. The poem would have been secondary to the gift. It would have been read by the dedicatee alone, in the first instance, and then shared with people close to her if she chose. It would not have been for the general public. Furthermore, the ‘vous’ would be a direct address to one specific person and not an ‘overheard’ address as it now must be. There would be no need to re-construct the gender by invoking the tradition of ‘galanterie’ within which the poem is situated. In short, the poem is read differently now and in a way that confronts difficulties which were not originally there. 
	The poem is far from simplistic. It may deal with the trivial but it does so with a high degree of artistry. The subject is less important than the way the poet and reader(s) respond to it. What the poem is about is not an issue – a paradox stemming from the fact that for the first reader at least, the subject was physically, i.e. really, present. What counts is the response. Presentation is all. Clarity and ambiguity are wittily combined. For example the ‘Du’ at the beginning of the third line juggles two meanings, depending on whether it is the complement of ‘effet’ or of ‘échange’. The first meaning is that the woman’s heart is like the sun which produced the ripe fruit and so it is being given to her as a just tribute. The second again proposes that her heart is like the sun but that the poet is offering the fruit, which is also like the sun, as an exchange. The poem flirtatiously offers and asks for love. The two compliments complement each other nicely. Indeed, it is interesting that even in talking about the poem, using unavoidable terms like ‘complement’ and ‘compliment’ (or their French equivalents), one discovers such linguistic felicities. It is as though language is ever producing sense. There is always more meaning.
	Similarly, the word ‘fauve’ proves to be exceedingly rich in significance. To begin with, ‘fauve’ and ‘orange’ can be use as either a noun or an adjective and the reader must execute a quick and nimble interpretation. It is evident that Mallarmé is using ‘fauve’ in its old sense of ‘reddish yellow’. This is appropriate for the noun ‘orange’ which it qualifies and, since this adjective is enhancing or emphasising an inherent characteristic of the word, it precedes its noun. Indeed, it would be hard to find any other adjective of colour that could be applied to the noun ‘orange’ without changing its essence. Mallarmé has used the only suitable adjective. There is a level of precision that runs counter to his reputation for ambiguity of the kind that we have just witnessed. It is possible to say that the word ‘fauve’ is right and no other word will do. Mallarmé’s language is not capricious but unarguable. It has certainty. 
The combination ‘fauve orange’ produces a vivid impression of very strong colour. It is a combination to be savoured, just like the fruit. Because the sense is old-fashioned, it also gives something of that quality to the quatrain as a whole. This is not something rooted in the fleeting present but has its roots in the venerable past. Thus the other meaning of ‘fauve’, which is ‘wild (feline) beast’ deriving from the application of ‘fauve’ to beasts having that colour of hair, is excluded. However, we are conscious of that exclusion. After all, the excluded meaning is more common now. Yet that exclusion works to complement the primary meaning. This is a galant compliment, part of the civilised communication between close friends. Such friendship is governed and made safe by artifice and convention, approved by tradition. It does not shun the light. There is no place for the unbridled desires of the faun ( a ‘fauve’). Yet, one might well ask if the wild passions are definitively excluded or is awareness of their exclusion an acknowledgement of their power?
	This question is particularly apt here. There is another aspect of the word ‘fauve’ that is excluded but which clamours for attention. The term ‘Fauve’ exists in English as one of those foreign terms which has been adopted without translation. It refers to a school of painting that post-dates the poem under consideration by about a decade. Consequently, it is not a reference to those artists whose bright and vibrant colours have such a powerful effect on the viewer. Yet, despite this lack of validity but given the way the term is used, it would be hard for the reader not to have in his or her mind the Fauves, if only to exclude them from Mallarmé’s intended meanings. It is chance but not insignificant chance in that it signifies. Thus, the word still appears to prophesy, creating a moment of uncanniness. As Jonathan Culler has remarked: ‘The uncanny is not simply weird or bizarre but suggests deeper laws’.​[10]​ 
What, in this case, might those laws be? They govern the making of meaning. This is a poem that is part of a ritual marking a threshold – it celebrates a present friendship by marking it in the present but also indicates that it will continue in the year just started. The progress of time is an inherent part of the dynamic of the poem. This is a poem that is as aware that there is a future as much as a past and a present. If the word ‘fauve’ is seen as a prophesy of an art movement, then it is because that is an interpretation, or as Marchal says ‘un sens’, that the reader puts on it, in the light of what was to come. In short, the meaning of ‘fauve’ is not the truth of reality but an interpretation of it, the discerning of a significant pattern. The process of interpretation is a rich and collaborative one, involving both author and reader. Set up within parameters drawn by the former, it is like a recursive mathematical formula capable of producing results ad infinitum – after all the other meaning of ‘sens’ is ‘direction’, as though words were moving along a path (in space and/or in time) touching on various meanings. We might see the word ‘fauve orange’ as frozen in a moment of meaning, a ‘cygne d’autrefois’, straining to reach the glories that lie in the future. 
	This is not a fresh orange but a candied one, an ‘orange d’autrefois’. It is not what might be considered a ‘real’ orange but one that has been preserved by artifice. However, in another sense it was not preserved or rather, preserved so as not to be preserved. That is, it was intended to be eaten. Thus, although the poem accompanied a real object, it no longer does so. In fact, the poem that explains the significance of the gift, is now all that testifies to the fact that it was once real. Furthermore, and here we enter the realm of speculative interpretation not unlike the one that takes us along the path towards the ‘fauve/Fauve’ meaning, it is possible (and likely) that the poem was intended and indeed seen as being part of the gift. The recipient may even have seen the poem as more important to her than the object. The poem would then be the true gift – an interpretative pirouette copying that in my parsing above of ‘fauve’ and ‘orange’. Thus it is possible to view the poem not as an accompanying comment but as a co-equal. It is an object in the real world just like the orange. Its language is not just a reflection of reality. It is now part of reality, treated by the recipient as an object.
	Throughout all this, the constant is that the gift, whether sweetmeat or poem or both, is a celebration of friendship. The darker elements mentioned above are a foil to the sense of joy and the humour that pervade the poem. This is something that Bowie’s ‘art of being difficult’ seems to exclude. Indeed the portrait of Mallarmé as a writer with ‘the power to hurt’ and whose readers may find themselves ‘upset and indignant’ seems to have little to do with the sort of person who would send a new year’s offering along with witty poems designed to charm. There would be no galanterie, no sugaring of the pill – or of the orange. These two views of Mallarmé would not be contradictory in Bowie’s view  since, as we have seen, what the latter prizes are discontinuities, the ‘singular disruptive energies that works of art possess’. Thus it would be perfectly possible for the poet to write, apart from his serious works, the squibs that are the vers de circonstance. Mallarmé would be the discontinuous author of discontinuous poetic discourses. It may be argued that the poem in question is a minor one and does not achieve the depth of thought that the major poems do. However, the image of the ‘fauve orange’ is very vivid, full of energy and with intimations of untamed wildness and disruptive forces. It takes place in a context of tradition, of preserving and nurturing certain kinds of female/male friendships, of preserving fruit. It celebrates the ending of the old year and the start of the new. Furthermore, as we have seen, it shares features with the major poems. It is perhaps more helpful to look not for discontinuities and disruptions but rather to accept that the common features delineate a ‘sens’, a direction or path along which his works are travelling. Mallarmé’s poems can be situated along a spectrum as can be seen clearly in the case of his poems for fans, some of which appear among the occasional verse while others are classified as major.
	It is perhaps more accurate to see Mallarmé as a poet whose technique, whether he is dealing with profound or trivial matters, is always bent on engaging the reader, on amusing, on inviting him or her to participate. Mallarmé is a social poet. He writes for an audience that he understands. Consequently, he is able to cajole and titillate. He seeks to charm the reader – a verb that derives from ‘carmen’ that meant poem in Latin, a usage picked up in Paul Valéry’s Charmes. It is not the intention to put readers off but rather to be convivial and welcoming. If Bowie sees Mallarmé as ‘a manipulator of our fears’, I would prefer to see him as some-one adept at playing with our feelings on different levels. He is the sort of person who can be frivolous and witty, good company, but also when the occasion arises, can deal with more profound issues in just the same way.
It is in keeping with this that the first poem in his collection of Poésies is ‘Salut’. He is greeting the reader as a host greets guests at a celebration. The welcome is to the volume as a whole but also applies to the particular circumstances of the poem under consideration. As the title indicates, the poem is an invitation to the reader to participate in the celebration of friendship:

Rien, cette écume, vierge vers
A ne désigner que la coupe;
Telle loin se noie une troupe
De sirènes mainte à l’envers.

Nous naviguons, ô mes divers
Amis, moi déjà sur la poupe
Vous l’avant fastueux qui coupe
Le flot de foudres et d’hivers;

Un ivresse belle m’engage
Sans craindre même son tangage
De porter haut ce salut

Solitude, récif, étoile
A n’importe ce qui valut
Le blanc souci de notre toile.
(Œuvres Complètes, p. 27)

Just as 	the orange accompanied the earlier poem, so this one has a close relationship with reality. It was written to be recited at a literary banquet on 15 February 1893 organised by La Plume and at which Mallarmé presided. Mondor and Jean-Aubry quote the description of the event from La Plume:

Un fin sourire sur les lèvres, l’œil tant soit peu extatique, ému, tremblant ainsi qu’une jeune vierge sur qui pèsent les regards de toute une assemblée, le président du septième banquet, ce pur poëte, cet homme délicieux, Stéphane Mallarmé, se lève, prend sa coupe et d’une voix sonore, quoique mal assurée, dit l’exquis poëme qui s’inscrit au fronton de cette revue. Aussitôt les mains des convives font retentir la salle de bravos retentissants: trois ovations successives, soulignent d’affection sincère la gloire du maître, étonné lui, l’intransigeant esthéticien, de cette unanimité dans l’enthousiasme...   
(Œuvres Complètes, pp.1406-1407)

The poem, then,is very much an occasional piece. The situation of the poet, surrounded by friends and proposing a toast, acts as a foundation on which are built rich and elaborate structures of meaning. The reference to ‘cette écume’, with the use of the demonstrative article, can only refer to the froth of the champagne in Mallarmé’s glass. It points to it as surely as ‘fauve orange’ points to the candied fruit in the poem discussed above. There is a stability in this reference, lying beneath the dizzying flights of fancy of the imagery. This is summed up by the later use of ‘tangage’. Mallarmé is standing on the solid floor which remains stable beneath him but in his imagination, made dizzy by the wine, he feels the floor move just as sailor out at sea would feel dizzy standing on deck as it moves beneath him. In one case the dizzyness produces the effect of the floor moving while in the other the movement causes the dizzyness. Thus drunkenness turns the world topsy-turvy as cause and effect are swopped. Inebriation is a translation into the opposite – ‘A l’envers’, as the poem puts it earlier.
	This is the key to understanding the image of the sirens in the last two lines of the first quatrain. Graham Robb rightly points to the difficulty of the image. He also sees the link between the bubbles of champagne and the drunkenness of the poet, producing what he calls an ‘hallucination’. He points out:
But the details of the hallucination are hard to explain. Jacques Gengoux’s stunningly precise diagnosis is that some of the sirens are upside down because their busts are heavier than their tails, though this would surely have had the opposite effect.​[11]​ 
Robb goes on to make a number of interesting and productive suggestions of his own but ultimately his interpretation is prosodic not thematic in that the ‘sirens are biological enjambments or the sonnet’s structure in half-human form’.​[12]​ The interpretations of  this image are perhaps complicated by the focus on the sirens. It is unnecessary to the success of the image to attempt to see sirens in the glass. Indeed to focus on this surreal image is to get lost in obscurity. Instead we should trust to Mallarmé’s precision in translating what he sees into words. The reality is clear. Mallarmé is merely providing a precise description or interpretation of the glass of champagne that the newspaper article tells us he was holding. The ‘écume’ is made up of bubbles that rise up in quantity (hence ‘mainte’) and gather on the surface of the wine. They pass upwards from the realm of liquid to that of air where they burst and in this manner die. Consequently, the bubbles are an apt illustration of the ‘total vacuity’ that for Bowie threatens frail thought. More importantly, what happens to them is the equivalent of drowning. Drowning is when a human-being (or animal) throws himself or herself downwards (or merely falls) into water (or indeed it could be any liquid) and dies. Thus the way the bubbles move upwards and burst on reaching the surface reminds Mallarmé of the process of drowning but topsy-turvy, ‘A l’envers’. The bubbles are like sirens because they rise up from the depths of the sea into the air where, being bubbles, they burst and meet their end. This is a very exact visual description of the glass of champagne. It focuses on what is happening.
	On this Mallarmé constructs further meanings. The sirens were known for their song and this may evoke the sound that Mallarmé can hear as the bubbles burst with a fizz. Furthermore, that song caused sailors to take leave of their their senses so they hurled themselves over the side of the ship in an effort to reach the sirens – and were drowned as a result. This fits with the intoxicating effects of the wine that Mallarmé describes later. However, in this topsy-turvy world, it is the sirens not the intoxicated sailors who drown. All these meanings remain subordinate to the image of the glass of champagne raised aloft as a toast to the assembly. This does not prevent new patterns of meaning being suggested but all are related back to the situation. Thus ‘rien’ which is initially a self-deprecatory introduction to the toast – it is a mere trifle – joins with ‘écume’, ‘vierge’, ‘ne...que’  and ‘coupe’ to create a pattern of absence, dissolving, paring away. This is an evocation of the insubstantial. At the same time, ‘rien’, which comes from the Latin word ‘rem’, meaning ‘thing’, also sets up a counter-pattern, suggesting a possibility of real substance beyond the insubstantial. Furthermore, ‘coupe’ suggests the shape and form a thing may take, the essential contours that make it what it is.
	However, the primary meaning of ‘coupe’ remains paramount. The event is not effaced. Other possible interpretations are an embellishment, enriching the sense. This can be seen by the treatment of ‘vers’ and ‘coupe’. The former sounds like ‘verre’ but there in no reason to suppose that Mallarmé wishes us to accept the reading ‘glass’ as though it were to give access to some secret, ultimate meaning. Indeed the rules of prosody encourages in the listener a preference for the masculine rhyme that ‘vers’ would give. Thus ‘verre’ is glimpsed as a possibility, no more. The world is not an illusion, behind which lies a truth available only to the initiated. Rather the whole world is imbued with multiple meanings, echoing each other in different ways. Consequently, ‘verre’ is echoed phonologically in ‘vers’ and semantically in ‘coupe’. A further enrichment stems from the fact that ‘coupe’ can also refer to a caesura or point of rest in a line of verse. This is echoed by the placing of ‘vers’ and ‘coupe’ at the end of their respective lines so that form can reinforce idea. This multiplicity is like the profusion of fizzing bubbles in champagne, delighting and intoxicating the senses in a spirit of celebration.
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